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PREFACE
Welcome to the 2022 issue of Script. This issue is the eighth produced by
student editors. The 2021-2022 academic year marked the return to face-to-face
instruction during the COVID-19 pandemic, which created unique challenges for
the seven editors in the Academic Cooperative course (ENGL 2389). I was inspired
by their verve for the project and impressed with their creativity in navigating the

ever-shifting landscape of our community.
The return to campus was strange to say the least, and my editors worked
hard to overcome the disconnect. This editorial staff built a team dynamic full of
intelligence, heart, and generosity of spirit. They exuded that positive energy as they
promoted the magazine to their peers. They dramatically increased our submission
numbers compared to previous years, which resulted in an array of gorgeous work to
choose from. The choices they made reflect the brilliance of our community and I
am deeply proud of them.
As always, I am stunned by the tremendous talent of our contributors and
grateful for their trust in our publication. The work featured here demonstrates
extremes: fantastical escapism and heartbreaking realism, muted greyscales and
vibrant colors, the unsettling realities of survival and the exciting possibilities of
imagination. In these pages, you will encounter strange lands and otherworldly
creatures alongside fearless insights into everyday life, all rendered in visceral detail.
This issue is a particularly bizarre journey, and I cannot wait for you to experience it.
On behalf of the student editorial staff and the TCC South Campus
Department of English, I am proud to present the 2021-2022 issue of Script. Enjoy.

Logen Cure
Faculty Editor for Script
Tarrant County College South Campus
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For Posterity
A. RECTOR
The ticking in my chest skips again. You are taking shape, child.
My knuckles screech in harmony as I uncurl my fist and the wrench falls free
of my grasp, clattering on the worktable. My corrosion worsened when the humid
season came. I glance at the shelf lined by oils and lubricants but quickly look away.
You will need them more than I once you are alive.
Three hearts lie corroded and battered on the table beside you. A year of
frantic tinkering failed to restore them. Beside those aged cores are two sets of
mismatched eyes. Again, all my efforts failed to make them see. But my hope is not
lost. The fruit of my last month’s work: a stack of journals, written hastily but with
care so the words are legible for you.
I look at you again.
Morning rays filter through the vines covering the grimed windows of the
shed. Your bronze body gleams in the dappled light. You stare past me, one eye a
dark and dilated lens, the other a hollow socket exposing chrome gears and insulated
wires. Not a single blossom of rust mars your features, in or out. I was so careful.
I set to removing my good eye. It does not take long—it is only an eye. It is
bigger than your current one, but it will serve you as well as it served me. Better,
perhaps. My remaining eye is in a more degraded state. The lens is yellowed and
foggy, and scratches on the glass map fictional roadways everywhere I look. Along
with my distorted vision, my depth perception is compromised, so I take extra care
integrating my old eye into your socket.
The sunbeams have moved toward the window and vanished by the time I
finish. I sit back, every movement rife with shrill creaks. So close to the final
moment, I do not trust myself to work without adequate light. I sit through the
night, waiting for the sun to shine on you again. The only sounds are a cricket
strumming in the corner and the uneven tickings in my chest. Every so often I flex
my fingers, afraid they may have stiffened forever before the last step. But faithfully,
they scrape open and close, dropping fine red dust.
Day comes. There is more to do, but I cannot be the one to do it. I have left
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you the journals, instructions, so that you might not be the final generation. And
that you might not feel alone. I hope they are enough.
I work quickly, taking the cavity from your chest and placing it in mine. It
does not take long—it is only a heart. Before my reserves dwindle, I hastily install
one of the older cores in my chest so you will not blame yourself.
I sit back with a final creak. I feel hollow without the stilted rhythm within; I
do not feel afraid. How can I be afraid when I hear the healthy hums within your
body as it prepares to awaken for the first time? Even as my vision darkens and my
thoughts muddle, how can I be afraid when my old heart ticks steadily in you? Even
as I drift…. Good luck, child.
I would have liked to meet you.
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Of Apollo and Icarus
EMMY BUMGARNER
The morning you decided
To stay forever
In my arms
I rose the sun from its slumber
And made it all the brighter
I knew your father
Would wail
Our joy would
Be his sorrow
But the gripping pain
Would fade away
As our love thrives
Another day
The waxy wings
So crudely made
Ready to fling yourself
Towards my splendor
That would ultimately be
Your ending
Sky blue met with blazing glory
Yellow sun met with
Melting pain and fear
How I rejoice at the thought
You would be by my side
My love, my love
You fell for me
3

In my arms
I so tightly hold
A soaking body dripping
With ruby and gold
How could I have not known
My power that morn
You so truly wanted
But did nothing but scorch
All the power I possess
Given to that broken, perfect body
Of yours
All the blisters and burns
You held
I would have gladly taken away
Yet the grating sand
Sticks to bloody hands
As immortal love
Meets mortal body
How am I to breathe
To rise the sun again
When our love, our love
Haunts for eternity?
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In Riches
HANA SAITO
Pencil on Bristol paper, 7"x10"
5

Desiderium
RIANNETH SUMMERLIN
Likely she heard of a ghost in the house. Likely she wants to explore. Likely
she thinks herself different or brave. Likely she enters on a dare. Likely she’ll flee
and this will be the last this old place sees of her.
Likely I am wrong.
She walks in full strides, fearless as though she’s seen the place before, not
once, not twice, not even thrice but a million times over. She shuts the door behind
her with little, if any, skepticism, and smiles as a sigh escapes her chapped lips in a
fog.
As she strolls through the main foyer, she runs her fingers along some chestheight, imaginary thing—or chest-height for her anyway—like she feels as much as
I do that the place should be live and furnished, but instead is deathly empty. Old
houses weren’t always old, but for some reason, I can’t think of this place any other
way.
This is the point where I’d usually start throwing shit around or writing on
the walls or showing that I’m here or something—anything to send away all the
little reminders that when they inevitably run, they have somewhere and someone
to run to while I’m still just here. Get it over with and leave me alone—I don’t want
them here.
What do those kids have that I could care about? They’re stupid and reckless
and young, and I’m sure I once was, too, but that doesn’t seem to matter anymore.
Even the adults that come by—this place must be a legend or something, I swear—
the adults that come by with all their fancy equipment trying to talk to me or sense
me or whatever, even they don’t have a damn thing that I could care about. What
can they do, actually? What can any of them do? They believe in me, see me, hear
me, or whatever and then what? I’m still just here.
Say they reach the attic and they find it. Then what? They care about it a
whole lot more than I do, that’s for sure. I let ‘em get close a couple of times. I
thought, fuck it, let the damn kids see it. Let ‘em tell people and let whatever
happens next happen next. It’s not like it’s keeping me any company up there. I
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think I would laugh on the inside if they saw it—oh, their faces! But truthfully, I
didn’t want to see it all play out. They don’t know me. They simply don’t know.
They don’t know how it hurts, how I’ve tried—tried to do something about that fact
that I’m here and I’m miserable, tried to do so much as cry and been stopped by
forces I simply can’t control, and they just can’t care. But something about her…
what is it about her?
Without pause for thought, eyes set forward on a destination, neglecting to
explore the first-floor kitchen or second living area, she makes her way upstairs.
Gently her hand glides across the railing as she walks, leaving bits of frost stuck to
the fur on her gloves. Fur wraps around her knuckles where the glove cuts off
exposing her fingers, exposing peeled skin around jaggedy nails. The gloves themselves are in no better condition. The fur, faux and certainly sewn on poorly, hangs
on to the rest of the fabric by only a few stitches in some places.
She enters the upstairs hall, again ignoring anything else on the story, and
stops dead in her tracks upon seeing a ladder reaching from an opening in the ceiling
to the floor, surrounded by broken floorboards fallen around its base. Her expression
changes quickly from one of furrowed brows and steady determination to one of
curiosity as she approaches it, to one of widened eyes and worry. She darts down the
hall right into a bedroom with a window. Man, I’ve never seen this kid in my
goddamn afterlife, but I swear she knows this forsaken place better than I do. She
pushes the dirty, moth-eaten curtains out from in front of the window and squints.
Neither of us can see outside, and she breathes hot air on the surface before
wiping off little circles with her sleeve. I peek out into streets of patchy grey asphalt
where groups of children chase after each other, where parents help toddlers build
snowmen, and fathers stand on stepladders to hang singular strands of lights loosely
from rooftops. I peek into houses—some of brick and towels stuffed under doors—
some of wood and peeled paint and missing doorsteps—where behind open curtains,
children huddle with their dogs or their cocoa watching movies or helping their
parents light candles in the warm glow of rooms already lit by fireplaces.
But she’s not looking at them. I follow her gaze to the house directly across
the street from us. The curtains to the living room and kitchen are also open. Within
them, a boy huddled in blankets sits with his laptop propped on one knee and his
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back to the family, a woman with reddened eyes holds her hands over the steam
coming from the pot she cooks in, and a man sits at the TV wearing boots and kneehigh socks with a bottle of vodka in one hand and a full glass of the stuff in the
other.
She sighs heavily, though with sadness or relief, I can’t tell, and then she
leaves the bedroom. When she reaches the ladder again, she pushes her squarerimmed glasses up her crooked nose and climbs into the open attic. Here, snow floats
freely every which way, and she squints as a gust of chilly wind stings her face. She
wraps her arms around her torso. Aside from the gloves, she wears only a T-shirt
with a light sports jacket, jeans, and boots with little pom-poms hanging from partly
unwound strings. Her cheeks are red. But not a bright, jolly red. Her skin is raw and
deathly pale.
The attic has windows, most of which are cracked and surrounded with
peeling wood, but that’s not where the breeze is from. She moves past where the
wall is collapsed and the ground shimmers from equal parts snow and ice and broken
glass, running her fingers along icicles large enough to encapsulate her whole
reflection within each of them as she goes. She navigates around to the back corner
of the attic and stares above her where the roof is collapsed and rotting wooden
beams sprawl out on the floor. Grey clouds linger above and snow lands prettily on
her face and in her hair. She brushes it out with her hand, pointlessly, as the snow
on her hand just sticks to the little brown waves that fall tangled down her back.
She’s shaking—shivering. No, not shivering. Crying. Her breath shakes and
shudders and tears fall down her cheeks and drip off her chin—how cold they must
feel, how much they must burn. I move to wipe them but catch myself. I cannot. She
sobs. She looks up at the sky. She smiles, just slightly. The tears let up a little. She
spreads her arms out and closes her eyes and tries to breathe deeply. She hums a
little tune, which catches in her throat at times, but it must calm her because she is
able to dance. Her movements are lazy and imprecise, but if anyone else were here,
I’m sure they would dance with her. As for myself, I’ve never even thunk to try—it’s
not as though movement feels like much of anything to me. Imagine the fun it
would be if it did!
She kicks the snow around playfully, creating fluffy little clouds in the air
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around her ankles. She stops. She freezes. She sees it.
She shouldn’t be here.
No person should be here.
No child should be here.
But she is here, and she sees it. She doesn’t see me, no, she couldn’t—but she
sees the shell of me, the remnants, the vessel from which I’ve long since felt
disconnected, yet the only thing left of me anyone will ever know. God, I’m so
stupid! I should have given her a reason to fear this cursed place-—should have
thrown shit around or written on the walls or something! Something! Anything!
But I didn’t. She crouches in front of it, leaning forward, staring, observing. I
stare at it with her. It, with its rotted, wrinkled, papery skin stretched over its
sunken bones in a myriad of colors just short of those which are human. It, with its
withered muscles stuck in place, unrelaxed and unnaturally positioned with its arm
on its side, its elbow stuck to its hip. It, with its gaping holes where shredded sinew
falls around exposed bone like hair. It, coated with a slick sheen inside and out
where it began to liquify then became frozen, coated with ice. It, with its misshapen
eyelids, half open to reveal foggy, gooey eyeballs with their pupils ringed in white.
“Hi,” she says, and takes one of its hands in hers, “My name’s Maddie.”
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Hang Me Out to Dry
TORI TSIBOE
Ink on mixed media paper, 6.5" x 6.5"
10

Thanks for What?
DICK RICHTER
giving thanks to the man in his beige recliner
yet he’s yelling at the television
irritability from his team’s lack of ability
baby needs a bottle, grab him another beer
turkey out of the oven, but he wants ham
he is what he eats, I guess
this ham belongs at the kid’s table
half past noon, Aunt Vicki’s slurring her words
we all know that stain on her blouse isn’t cranberry sauce
irritability from her inability to control her bullish brats
they cry for a pop, she grabs them from the garage
looks like she took another sip of sauce
straight from the can, I guess
teeth now stained in shades of despair
would hang with the civil siblings
but they’ve grown wise to these troubles
Meg and Mo are at each other’s throats
each clown juggling the other’s self-hate
this clown retreats to the car
open the glovebox, pull out the flask
Vicki has the right idea, I guess
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These Aren’t My Prescription
A. RECTOR
Photograph
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The Trapping Tapestry
A. RECTOR
The sun descends, the crickets sing,
So I unspool my silken string.
I steal a single plane of space,
of air itself to stitch my lace.
I need no model for my craft—
no needle, loom, or pattern draft
for weaving spirals, wheels, and spokes
between the boughs of ancient oaks.
The threads unseen from near or far,
as thin as lines that link the stars;
my viscid net to snare the prize
of food that flutters, flits, and flies.
My work complete, no lure or bait,
at center there, I lie in wait.
When tremors tremble ‘long my strings,
I dart to fetter down the wings.
The globing dew of dawn are hung
akin to pearls on necklace strung.
The sun ascends, the sparrows sing,
and I respool my silken string.
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Skincrawler
HANA SAITO
Marker and pencil on Bristol paper, 7"x10"
14

Burn
ANDREA “RAYA” RANGEL
My lungs burn with the smell of your voice
One drag, two, ten, twenty
Cigarettes were your best friend
Inhaling the scent that mellows your sea and kills me
Gasping for air, smoke fills the lungs that won’t work
Your actions make me flinch, worried that I’ll break the cracks of your broken vase
Scream
Throw
Throw your hands, the pans, the sunny-side eggs paint the wall
Gag
This smell burns, why do you like to drink this?
Rum, moonshine, hooch
Put the bottles down, throw the drugs to the sea
Wait! Not the pills
Illusions, disillusion, schizophrenian dance
Mom’s begging me for this month’s allowance
Chores turn into labor to keep your ocean at bay
Don’t speak! Walk the tight rope
Don’t look down, don’t fall
Mama said, “Put toys all on the floor by the door, so he won’t come in”
The fear of my father makes me scared of older men
Don’t look in his eyes
Tipsy love makes my skin crawl
Sip, sip, sip
Sip your life away
One pill, two, twenty
People don’t read the warning labels anymore
Mix, mix, mix
Fix this life I live
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Family is a tragedy
Falling from second story roofs
Into jail bars
Into hospitals
Mental institutions
You left us alone
Couch by couch is my new home
If only you loved me
Daddy, I still love you
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Engulfing Affliction
JORDAN KILGORE
Paint markers, colored pencils, and acrylic on resin-coated poster board, 16.5" x 20.5"
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Great Space Race
ZACH MERCER
We sit in tiny shelters
Chasing imaginary beings
Dragons with riders and sunlight vampires
Mages of chemistry and honest researchers
Trapped in a tryptamine we stand
Passing the steering wheels to time
We were just two methyl groups in a molecule
Staring at the movie that only played on exhale
There was no time for thoughts as we ascended
It was the third exhaust that sent us to orbit
Our hovels turned spaceships as we crossed the galaxies
Our dragons breathed beautiful fire and pixelated ice beams
For an instant we stood immortal
Deep space was everything we had longed for
Mandalas stretched the sky
Tessellations grew from our tattoos
Our angelic armor crafted by Hephaestus
So beautiful and flawless
We were set to shrink and divide
Yet we grew and conquered
We traveled endless miles of time and space
What seemed an instant begat an eternity
Dragons shifted to humans and we idled
Moments to lifetimes we sat and watched
Trapped in an endless nostalgia
These were the lotus-eaters
Nothing in our former travels prepared us for such an encounter
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Our armor fell to dust, our ink to ash, our inhibition to the wind
Time was a fallacy and right then they had our control
They turned us to castaways and sent us packing
Our apartment lay firm, but we were nowhere to be sighted
Lost children on a path home but never quite find it
We awoke with a stutter all shaken up

Damn how much time was I out…
Man, there’s no way that was thirty minutes.
That was so surreal.
We take a deep breath as our ride had ended
And sat in disbelief at what toad venom had shown us
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Head in the Clouds
TORI TSIBOE
Ink on mixed media paper, 8” x 11”
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Star in the Haze
A. RECTOR
I wake up staring at the ceiling of my narrow quarters, plagued by the
grumpiness of one antidote: coffee. I roll out of bed with routine reluctance, and
groggily don the tortilla-brown uniform of the Polar Dome Zoo. My name, Zara, is
stitched in indigo caps under the logo.
The corridor is dark, but amber orange lights fade in as soon as I step out of
my room. The light follows me like a spotlight on a rail. Loose panels clatter under
my feet as I navigate the narrow hall, stepping over rusty puddles and wayward
serpents of insulated wire and tubing. It feels like an abandoned basement with a
tinny odor instead of mold. The Papa Bear is a cargo ship, not a luxury liner. And
she’s eerie as hell. I imagine the memory of this place will make me very nostalgic
someday but right now, it’s hard to stave off the eternal gloom haunting each corner.
Could just be me.
The amber lights track with me as I stop by the lounge to pour water and
coffee crystals into a PoDoZoo mug. I stir and sip and hiss at the too hot, watered
down, burnt bean juice that keeps me human. I step into the sleek elevator, finger
hovering over the bridge deck button before I move it down to the cargo deck. My
shift doesn’t start for another half-hour, and I’ve been wanting to chat with Tholo…
but I’ve got another friend to visit.
Down I descend on silent rails to the most expensive deck on the ship.
Papa Bear’s cargo hold isn’t your classic bay of boxes and barrels; it’s a
menagerie in its own right. After all, we’re shipping exotic organisms to Earth’s
Arctic, the largest zoo ever known. Bolted-down enclosures line the hold in rows,
like some sort of funky supermarket glowing with every light on the spectrum, seen
and unseen. Every cage hums and drones with conditioners, heaters, humidifiers,
dehumidifiers, water recyclers, methane filters, all the machinery necessary to keep
anything from crystalline flora and gaseous fauna to star-divers and vacuumdwellers alive and healthy.
It’s a two-year journey, and most of the creatures have been artificially
prodded into hibernation or estivation or whatever kind of dormancy specific to
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their species. So, my job mainly consists of troubleshooting the life supports, filling
food dispensers, and occasionally enjoying myself. Tedious, boring, and uneventful.
This is not what I’d anticipated when I’d signed up to work for the zoo. I’d been
hoping for something more… interactive. I should be grateful for the free lodging
and food. But playing janitor for alien enclosures has really made a husk of my soul.
So far, nothing has died, which means I deserve a pat on the back for the
vapidity I’ve endured to keep these suckers breathing. Or whatever it is they’re
supposed to do to facilitate living.
Every animal that isn’t under some form of hibernation has a finer enclosure
than my cubicle of a room. Some aliens undulate in foggy aquariums of subzero
brine under garish beams of UV light set to the cycle of a foreign sun, others swim in
liquid mercury, only visible by the neon scarlet bristles that occasionally thrash
against the clear acrylic.
I stop in front of a towering, cylindrical containment, about two meters in
diameter. It looks like an empty glass tube but for a few spheres of ice hovering in
place, some spinning idly around their center of gravity. Among the ice balls, a black
haze hovers in the center, like a cloud of ink in water. I tap the acrylic, and the dark
nebula disappears, revealing the nuclei at its center.
The palm-sized voidling reminds me of carbon-based squid on earth but
armored in black scales, and her twelve tentacles are lined in feathery barbules that
allow them to zip together. She’s one of the few organisms native to the depths of
the Outer Sea, thriving in the vacuum of space.
I’ve named her Darling.
Light ripples around her as she distorts spacetime in random, excited spurts to
reach my fingertips, bumping into the thick acrylic. Her huge, watery black eye has
a single white point glowing at the center, like an imitation of a star.
“Hello there,” I say quietly.
She jets around her atmosphereless, zero-G tank, sending an ice sphere
careening. Her cage is bigger than most of the enclosures, reaching the minimum
legal shipping limit for a creature of her size and intelligence (I checked). She would
have been captured in the wild, since we don’t know how voidlings reproduce yet,
and this tank must seem so unbearably tiny compared to the vast environment she
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was born in. Bounding through the vacuum, bending the fabric of space to move,
much like the Papa Bear’s spool engines.
Voidlings emit gamma rays to communicate, apparently, though not enough
to harm a human. I always wonder if Darling is saying something to me, yapping at
me like a dog, but with high-energy photons instead of barks. I play with her until
my wrist implant buzzes, telling me my shift has started. I sigh and I chug the rest of
my room-temp coffee and stand up to go about my tasks, waving goodbye to her.
Darling makes my heart flop as she mimics the gesture with a tentacle before
grabbing an ice ball, zipping her limbs around it, and vanishing into her dark haze.
She needs to be free, not cooped up like this.
Even though I rush through procedures, it still takes hours for me to clear a
third of my duties. When my work happens to be close to Darling, she pops out of
her cloud and darts around for a little bit, disappearing behind her vaporous cloak
when it becomes apparent I can’t play. By the time I’ve finished replacing the
beeslugs’ grime-caked filter, it’s lunch time.
I tap Darling’s tank to say hello before I go. Her shroud does not shift. I rap
my knuckles again (fully aware that she cannot feel or hear the vibrations; it’s an old
habit) but she stays hidden in her gloomy haze. A single star watches me from the
murk.
I wave goodbye and leave, looking over my shoulder the whole way to the
elevator.
***
Protein cake in hand—and partly in mouth—I step onto the bridge for some
company. I’m still not sure if I’m technically allowed up there, but I’m not going to
ask permission until someone tells me off. At the very least, Bartholomew doesn’t
mind.
The modest deck is small and circular, three chairs at the control panel and
enough room behind them for a captain to pace and gesture madly without
whacking his hands on anything besides the back of a head. Huge windows comprise
most of the walls, giving a panoramic view of the Milky Way. The stars wobble in a
strange waltz, slowly stretching and compressing in watery smears of blues and
silvers and yellows as spacetime spools and unspools around the ship. Every few
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seconds, for the briefest slice of time, the stars are a snapshot of normal before
warping back into an abstract blend of psychedelic watercolor. It’s the sort of
twisting view that should make my stomach writhe and roil. I’m glad it doesn’t.
Bartholomew spastically jerks his feet off the console at the sound of my
arrival, swiveling around and taking a deep breath when he sees me. “Zara,” he
sighs.
I cover my mouth to keep the eggy cake from spilling out as I chuckle. “You
thought I was Captain Drey,” I say around the mouthful. Not even ten seconds up
here and my spirits are already lifted.
He steeples his fingers coolly. “Perhaps,” he hums, spinning back to the
display.
Bartholomew—Tholo, as we call him—is one of Papa Bear’s main pilots. He’s
probably fifty-something but he acts my age, using my generation’s lingo without
trying and flipping off authority figures whenever they’re not in the room. He might
pilot a star freighter, but he looks like he was born to be a swashbuckling marauder
on the high seas of ancient Earth, with his graying mane of hair and windblown
beard (on a ship with no wind), dark weathered skin, and a robotic hand for a hook.
Though he and I wear the exact same uniform, he’s managed to make it look like a
treasure map with all the wrinkles, coffee stains and graffiti of doodles he’s scrawled
on the pant thighs. Despite all that, Tholo smells very nice. Like citrus.
I take the seat to the left of him and put my feet up on the console display,
taking care not to hit any important-looking buttons. Tholo grins, and I always half
expect a gold tooth to glint at me instead of those orderly pearly whites.
“Fish will be here soon,” he says, hands behind his head.
“You’re still training him?” I ask, trying and failing to remember the guy’s
actual name.
“No, he’s still pestering me, and I occasionally happen to be in a mentoring
mood.”
“Ah, I see.” It’s quiet for a moment. The elevator opens behind us. “Why do
you call him Fish?”
Stepping from the elevator, a dry voice drawls, “He told me to rub his
shoulders and I said I’d rather be turned into a Fish. Hence my curse.”
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“Speak of the devil, and he shall appear.” Tholo holds up crossed fingers.
“With smokes?”
“Captain Drey doesn’t let those onboard, and you know it, Tholo,” says Fish,
tossing a pack to the pilot.
Tholo catches it without looking and tucks it into his uniform. “You’re right,
Fish. Thank you for keeping me honest. As payment for your diligence, I will teach
you how to read the diagnostics panel.”
“We’ve already gone over—” Fish shuts up at Tholo’s raised brow. “Oh boy,
the diagnostics panel,” he says sullenly.
I stifle my laugh, working on my last bite.
Fish is the youngest on the crew at eighteen. I know this for certain because
he’s repeatedly told every crewmember the fascinating story of how his birthday
was on the last possible day he was old enough to apply for this gig and escape his
hellhole job as a holomarketer. He’s spindly and dark-skinned like me, though more
Eastern. I think of Fish as the swabber boy to Tholo’s pirate captain.
Before I can sit back and enjoy their banter, my wrist implant buzzes and my
mirth withers like a snake in the oven. I sigh and stand. “Duty calls. I’ll see you
guys.”
Tholo gives me a sympathetic shrug. “Tell the freaky squid thing hello for
me, will yah?”
“Yeah, I’ll do that,” I say with a smile, though his words make me
inexplicably sadder.
The elevator doors are opening when Fish lets out a long, “Uuuuuuh.”
I turn around, glad for one final distraction. My jaw drops.
Beyond the window, the distorted stars warp in a way I’ve never seen, and
apparently neither has Tholo as he mutters a slew of curses. The horizontal streaks
look like splinters of lightning, gradually shortening and squishing into vertical
lines. I feel a strange pulling sensation and stumble as the ship lurches under my
feet. Pitch black suddenly engulfs us, and I yelp as we’re left in the dim green and
blue glow of the console. My heart thunders.
Klaxons should be screaming over flashing red lights or something. But it’s
perfectly silent. And where the Milky Way should be is perfect black.
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“Where’d the stars go?” Fish says softly, like he’s afraid to disturb the quiet.
“We’ve left the galaxy,” Tholo murmurs. “We’ve left the universe behind.”
“That’s—that’s not possible,” Fish gasps.
Tholo barks a laugh. “Correct, jackwit. We’re in a molecular cloud that’s
blocking out the stars. The real question is, why are we dead in the water? The spool
engine’s down. See?”
“What happened?” I ask, voice shriller than I want it to be. It’s so dark out
there. I touch the window, and I feel like I’m reaching toward endlessness itself. I
feel wobbly. And exhilarated. “We’re not about to explode right?”
“Nah.” He speaks into comms, “Acting pilot Bartholomew to Engineering,
what’s funking up our reel drive?” He’s quiet as he listens.
Fish pokes around on the control board until amber light washes on overhead. I’m relieved to see he looks about as shaken as I do, though I feel better
knowing we’re not in immediate danger. Of blowing up, anyway.
“Oh?” Tholo muses. “Send them up, I’ll take a look. One sec, there’s an asshat
pinging me. Hey there, Captain.” They chatter back and forth for a moment. “Pretty
sure it’s a stitch line… Copy.” As soon as Tholo drops connection, the public comm
squeals three long beeps before a rigid voice comes on, “Captain Drey to defense
squads, man your stations and await instructions. This is not a drill. Repeat—”
“What?” Fish blurts.
My eyes can’t go any wider. “What is a stitch line?”
“It’s an ambush tactic,” Tholo explains, apparently nonplussed. “Pirates cast
nets of spacetime stitches to trip up ships with spool engines like ol’ Papa Bear.”
“You’re being serious?” My heart jumps up a notch. “We’re in a pirate trap?”
“Yeah, prolly. A cloud’s a good place to lay a snare, too. S’what I would do.”
My wrist implant has been buzzing constantly but I barely feel it. This wasn’t
what I signed up for, but damn this was way more exciting than venting
dimichlorian waste. Then I remember that I can’t fight stellar pirates and I might die
shortly.
“Ah,” Tholo says, enlarging some pictures on the screen. They look like white
marble veined with gray and black swirls. “Know how to read these types of scans,
Fish? Bah, look. This is a scan of our surroundings. Papa is the dot in the middle
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here, and these are the stitches here.” He points to a series of smokey clots of gray.
“Like an octopus pulls in water and pushes it out to propel itself, this ship pulls in
the fabric of space. Pirates, however, will stitch it up, like tying a knot on a rope
moving through a pulley.” Tholo frowns at the scan. “Damn. These stitches are
unnecessarily massive. Normally they are laid in grids—casting the net wide—but
this is a chaotic mess of continuum globs.” Tholo regards it for a long time,
thoughtful. “It’s still gumming up our spool so we can’t move via space warp ‘til
Engineering untangles things.”
“About the pirates…” Fish says, clearly not receiving a word Tholo’s said.
“Yeah, they’re right here on the scan. Got a big ship, too. We can probably
see ‘em if they’ve got lights on.” Tholo turns the amber overhead off and points out
the window.
I’m practically pushing my face against the glass—straining to pick something
out of the deep, formless black—when I see it. A little prick of light. Like a single
star in an infinite void.
“How will we fight them off?” Fish asks.
“They’ll leave us alone,” Tholo says.
Fish and I wait for him to elaborate, but he’s glued to the scans.
“Tholo? Why will they leave us alone?”
His eyes are distant as he explains, “Not because of our cannons, I’ll tell you
that—couldn’t punch a hole in paper. Captain’s just running standard procedure,
which means our three security guys are gonna have a long night.” Tholo’s metallic
fingers of his left hand fly over the console as he speaks. “We’re a giant zoo freighter
with a hull thicker than Fish’s skull. Pirates would have to drill through that, then
change a lot of exotic diapers to keep their stolen treasure from dying, and odds are
no one is looking to buy Acentaurian heptapods. Pirates won’t find Papa Bear worth
the hassle.”
His hand freezes over the screen. Fish and I look at each other as Captain
Drey’s voice blares in our ears.
I swallow, far from assured by Tholo’s words because of the concern lacing
them. I search out the tiny, threatening speck of light in the distance. It flickers and
vanishes as soon as my eyes land on it. For a moment, I think I’ve lost sight of it. But
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it’s not there.
“The ship’s gone,” I sputter.
Tholo doesn’t look up. “The stitches could be from an old snare…” he says
absently. “But stitches fall apart after time; they don’t stick together like this.”
Fish points. I frown before the shining dot reappears a hundred degrees to the
right of us. It’s brighter. Closer. Fish squeaks for Tholo when it deforms and jumps
nearer, large as a pea at arm’s length. The blood drains from my face. The white orb
isn’t a ship.
It’s a pupil.
“This…” Tholo murmurs as the eye vanishes from sight completely, “This
isn’t a pirate snare. This looks… organic?”
I see the monstrous shadow spanning the darkness. Like a dozen-pointed star,
tentacles kilometers long reach slowly for the Bear like it’s an ice ball. My heart
thunders as the pieces fall together. A spacetime trap in an ink cloud. Kraken of the
deep.
“Darling,” I whisper.
Fish jolts. “Y-yes, Zara?”
I tear my eyes from the huge silhouette and whirl around, running to the
elevator and jabbing the cargo bay button, mind racing as the decks whizz by. I
know what I need to do.
Gamma-rays can pass through metal, allowing the cries of a trapped baby
voidling to broadcast from inside a star freighter. The doors open and I see Darling
ricocheting around her tank, responding to a booming voice of light that only she
can hear. A mature voidling has heeded her call, and I don’t doubt it will destroy the
ship to reach her.
Even in my blood-pounding terror, I’m ecstatic for an excuse to set her free.
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Miguel Santiago’s Guide to Father Issues
N. BARRON
I remember you’d glance at me with hate
Filled eyes sometimes. Or was it apathy?
I never really knew, I didn’t want to.
And yet, I’ve wanted to make you proud.
I needed your approval, I craved it.

Fuck your pride.
Fuck your approval.
You were never in my life, but
When you were, you’d never look at me.
Or when you did (once, twice?), it
Was always with disappointment.
I always wondered what I could do
To make you look at me with pride.
I felt like a dog, scrambling for a
Shred of approval from you.

Fuck your approval.
Fuck your disappointment.
Every time, I wondered how I could
Just make you acknowledge me,
Like I existed to you.
Just once to stop the growing worthlessness
That felt like gnawing pain, like a dog biting down
The last remnants of meat on a bone.

Fuck your disappointment.
Fuck your apathy.
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And then once I was older, I figured it out.
Do you know what clarity feels like?
It feels like letting a dog out of its
Cage for the first time,
Taking in the world after being
Locked up for ages.
I felt free almost, from the
Tight leash you had on my neck.

Fuck your apathy.
Fuck your pride.
I am the opposite of you,
Empathy to your apathy.
The product of your affair.
I am the child you never wanted,
I am your bastard son.

Fuck you.
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My Silent Flowerbed
WILLIAM KIRKPATRICK
The path is silent, twisting through brush and ancient trees that stand to
guard the broken cobblestone. Shadows of birds and badgers flee at my methodic
steps, though I am unsure if they are truly creatures, or merely tricks of the scattered
light. Since my purchase of the area, the beasts have learned to avoid my trail. How
empty this land must have felt before my arrival. How useless, merely a home of
pests and vermin awaiting their extinction.
Ahead, the trees part as I finally arrive to the lakeside.
I return, as I always do. Even as the weeds begin to overtake its side, creeping
through what remains of the scattered sands, the lake of these woods remains her
home. If I am still enough, I can almost hear the bed below call for me as well.
Perhaps one day I shall join her atop the murky dirt, filling my lungs with the stale
waters. How peaceful it must be to reside beneath the glimmering surface, only able
to watch glimpses of the pale world above.
The sky hisses its warning as another bolt streaks through the clouds. The
drums of droplets have become a mere hum against the umbrella, some lingering on
its edge to stare. Have they no respect? Even as they slip away to join their friends
below, I can hear their whispers, the same words that have fallen from countless
passing tongues for weeks now. Their pity is worthless, their mournful company
even more so.
I can see it now, yes. The umbrella slips from my grip, yet I only continue to
march onwards. My prints have long since become etched into the ground, marking
my steps and following my twisting trail. I wipe away the slicked strands from my
face, letting my eyes wander across the bank like a curious onlooker. I can afford to
stall, for I know she shall always await my arrival beneath the glittering waters. My
eternal. My beloved. My darling.
“You look as beautiful as ever, my love.”
My voice is drowned in the thunderous roar of the clouds.
“Fools, they must be. Grieving for someone who still breathes.”
It is only as the surface stills that I am able to see her. Long, untainted hair flowing
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amidst the flowers, adorning her pale skin with splotches of vibrant shades. Her eyes
are closed, face relaxed in an eternal slumber within the embrace of the water.
Though I avoid a glance at the wound, I find my gaze pulled to its macabre beauty.
How else would I be able to keep her within her perfect home? Her body yearns for
the surface, so I simply had no choice.
The skin of her stomach is pulled open like a blossoming flower, the edges
pinned beneath the rocks she was laid upon. I had long since replaced the contents
with blocks of polished stone. Of course, I would not leave her exquisite beauty
botched by my own hands. The flowers were the perfect additions, strung to her rib
cage and growing between the rocks as a new maze of scarlet veins.
I cannot help but smile. Magnificence everlasting, a domain which only I
have fully uncovered. Oh yes, others may attempt to sustain their youth or fend off
the clutches of death, but only I have the means of preserving beauty for an eternity.
Even as the days continue to pass above, my love shall forever remain untouched.
I allow my coat to fall behind, slipping from my arms into a heap upon my
trail. The shoes, too, fall into their place, marking the edge of the sanded bank. A
chilled breeze dances past me, inching the water ever closer. It is these moments I
savor most, able to see the true extent of my labor. I am an artist, a crafter of a
masterpiece that only I have the pleasure of witnessing.
The waters are frigid, yet I feel naught but the beat of my own chest. Fabric
tightens against my skin with each step as I descend into the lake. My breath is slow,
methodical, sending puffs of clouds that linger against my face before disappearing
into the autumn air. Not even the tips of my toes can reach the bottom now. The
image of my love wavers, shifting and distorting as the rain reaches the surface. One
breath in… one breath out. One breath in… as I delve beneath.
Silence.
I always enjoy the silence.
The crack of the lightning joins in the quiet hum of rain, slowly sinking into
the silence as I pull my head beneath the water. Yes, I can see her perfectly now. A
beacon amongst the darkness, a lone lighthouse to guide my way. The plants
sprouting from the lake bottom dare not encroach as I swim through the shallows,
their leafy tendrils swaying in the watery breeze. Closer, closer I swim, letting my
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thoughts drift along with the passing flora as my love grows ever closer.
Delicate. Fragile. She resembles her own porcelain antiques. Scarlet blooms
dot her spotless skin, bringing color to such a pale dress that flutters around her
form. Her hands are clasped at her chest, fingers interlaced with the flower stems
that twist about her arms. Each flash of lightning above blankets her in a cold, blue
light. She is a masterpiece, my masterpiece, and may Death himself weep at what he
has lost.
And yet, it is never quite right. The rope burns still encircle her neck, sinking
their revolting claws into the throat. Why would she disrupt such immaculate
perfection? The hours, the days I have spent in attempt to erase such markings, why
must she burden me with such a task? Was Death truly the greatest company?
Floating above her resting form, I allow myself to sink ever closer. My breath
is soon to run short, though it only serves to bring me closer to my love. Softly, ever
so gently, I reach my hand out. For a moment, I reach for her cheek, wishing for her
warmth against my skin. It is only as my gaze ventures to her lips that I halt my
advance.
She moves.
I can see her lips part, slowly and painfully, releasing the roots that clung to
her teeth. The tendrils waver with every contortion, crunching between molars as a
grimace overtakes her once beautiful face. How hideous. Steadily, I reach my hand
to her once again, grasping her cheek to ease such a revolting expression. However,
my attempt is only met with teeth.
Her head whips around, sinking her teeth into my fingers. Each crown
crushes bone, each canine pierces my flesh, my thoughts are lost in a flood of pain. I
try to yank my hand away. She doesn’t let go. She only bites harder, ripping apart
my skin.
I dig at the gums lining her teeth until she releases my hand, a cloud of
crimson escaping her parted lips. My curses drown as they escape my lips, lost to the
depths of the lakebed. Though the water would halt a proper beating, there would
be little to stop my hand from encircling her throat. So thin, so fragile. How easy it
would be to snap her delicate stem, to save only the most beautiful of her features
and discard her persistent stubbornness.
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And yet, once again, I cannot help but notice something within her home.
Who dares to disturb my masterpiece?
A flower. No, a weed. Violet petals swirl around its center, a thornless stem
growing from the rocks her head rests upon. What a foul plant. I would never allow
such a monstrosity take root within my garden, growing at the expense of the lovely
scarlet beauties I planted myself. A disgrace, a mockery even, to allow such a vile
flower within her home. She always did have such horrid taste in plants; violet
never suited her complexion.
I reach past her head, grasping at the horrid weed with a tight fist. I can feel
its stem crack within my fist as I pull the infestation from the rocks, vile roots
desperately grasping at the stones. Thin veins tear apart easily, providing merely a
short stutter in the upheaval before the entire plant is fully uprooted. Dirt and
sediment follow, stinging my eyes and clouding the waters. My lungs scream for air,
forcing my gaze towards the surface as a bolt of lightning strikes down from the
heavens.
I always know what is best for you, my love.
Crushing the violet petals between my fingers, I cast their remains to the
whims of the water, watching them float away before disappearing entirely. With
one last look at my masterpiece, clouded by the debris of the lakebed, I ascend. The
drums of droplets grow louder, the distant shrieks of lightning continuing their
wicked song. Bathed in the blue light, I reach a hand to the surface. I shall bring a
blade next time.
As my hand breaks the surface, piercing the heavens, I have only a single
thought.
What is holding me down?
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Secretly Dreaming
LADY ANN
Under the willows and dusty clouds,
I’m secretly dreaming of you.
In every waking moment,
I seek an escape,
To dream of you.
I think of every little part,
Which I wish
I could hold near and dear,
Of your almond brown eyes,
Your strong, wondering hands.
I’m secretly dreaming,
Of our days together.
Lost deep in the past,
Where I hear your… creeping laugh.
That familiar, silky shadow.
Oh, how I dream of you:
Deeply… one and whole,
Exactly as you were.
The days I was your…
Pretty little victim,
And you had your fill.
In only moments,
I was lost in the sky,
Fragmented forever.
Heaven bound,
But I was lost in Hell.
Cursed by your spell.
Soiled and disgraced.
But oh, how I dream…
I dream… I’m your worst nightmare.
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I dream and I dream,
You are whole and undone,
I’m a little scared,
Of what I’ve become.
But I’m more scared of
What you did to me,
Than what I’ll do to you.
I dream of your almond eyes,
Gouged out, never to seek prey again.
Dripping in blood and sin,
Where I would bathe and cleanse in.
I dream of your strong hands,
Cut off in elegantly even slices.
To rid of these cruel devices,
I’d shred you to pieces.
I dream of your demise,
All in the control of my hands,
The same control you took,
Which I will take back.
And within every secret dream,
I take you apart,
Mechanically, by repetition,
By heart and memory,
But I’m never done,
Oh no, never done.
I’m always secretly dreaming of you.
Seeking purity within this purging.
And you succumb to the nightmare.
Oh, don’t worry my dear,
I always put you back together
To take you apart again later.
You taught me that very well,
To secretly dream… of one another…
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Survive
RYAN BUNKLEY
Stuck inside of a dark metal escape pod everything seems to move in slow
motion. Before launch, the onboard computer runs a series of checks and plans a
flight path to ensure maximum survivability of the evacuee. The computer also
conducts searches for nearby Earth-like worlds as a potential destination for landing.
The whole process takes a few seconds, but it feels like eternity. The attack had
come so swiftly there hadn’t been time to sound general quarters. I didn’t know how
extensive the damage was or how many others had made it to escape pods, but I’m
sure it wasn’t many. Suddenly, all thoughts were pushed from my mind as the
magnet drives engaged on the exterior of the pod, propelling me through the escape
shaft into the vastness of space. As I cleared the shaft, I finally got a view of the
extent of the damage through the tiny port window on the pod. The U.S. George
Washington was critically damaged with more torpedo charges impacting its
starboard side every few seconds. An explosion is a funny thing in space. The impact
strikes its target causing a massive eruption of debris in all directions. But without
atmosphere and air, there is no sound and no fire. Just chaos and death. I wasn’t
worried about attack from the fleet. A single pod wasn’t worth the cost of the
torpedo.
“M-class planet detected, routing,” said the robotic voice of the pod’s onboard
computer.
If there were other escape pods they’d be routed to the planet as well. The
pod’s computer handles all controls in flight and in landing so there was nothing for
me to do except wait to arrive on this alien world. As the pod cleared the
atmosphere, a bright light poured in through the port window causing my eyes to
slam shut in pain. Having been aboard ship for so long with nothing but artificial
lighting had made my eyes weak. Luckily eyes adapt quickly, and I knew there was a
visor on the survival gear in the pod’s small cargo bay. After a few minutes of falling,
the pod’s landing thrusters kicked on bringing the pod to stop as it touched down on
the surface of this unknown world. The computer conducted a security check of the
surrounding area and then opened the pod door. If I hadn’t been so frightened, I’d
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describe this planet as beautiful. I landed in a snow-covered field approximately fifty
meters from a large wood line with towering trees to the west. The wood line
stretched to the south where it met a large lake of shimmering blue water. To the
north and east were snowcapped mountains. I scanned the skies but was disappointed to see no other escape pods descending. I opened the cargo bay on the pod and
fished out the bag containing the S.E.R suit and quickly threw it on over my utility
uniform. The suit is designed to monitor all body functions as well as regulate
temperature, which was good in this cold environment. Any irregularities in body
function or temperature regulation were reported on the control panel on the left
forearm of the suit. The suit also had adaptive camouflage technology that could
match the surrounding terrain in case of landing in hostile territory. I then retrieved
the emergency alert beacon, a small metal sphere with a button that must be pressed
and held for ten seconds to activate. Once activated, the beacon sends location data
to the nearest alliance vessel for rescue. With the beacon active, there was nothing
for me to do but survive until rescue came.
I thought back to my survival training when I was just a boot Marine and
tried to determine the best place to look for shelter. The lake would take care of my
water needs, but shelter would be critically important since I had no way of
knowing how long it would be until a rescue vessel arrived. Gunnery Sergeant West
used to say that all planets should be treated as hostile until proven otherwise. And
once proved not to be hostile, they should be treated as potentially hostile at any
moment. He was paranoid, but his advice was usually right. I decided to move into
the woods and seek shelter there in case any enemy soldiers, or native population,
might be present on this planet.
About sixty meters into the woods, I found a stream that, based on direction,
was flowing from the lake. The stream didn’t seem very deep and appeared to have
fish swimming within it. Fish sounded good, but I needed to secure shelter first. I
noticed that the stream ran toward a series of hills to the southwest and decided to
follow the stream in that direction. After a few more minutes of walking along the
rocky bank of the stream, I noticed an opening at the base of a hill. It looked like a
cave. I approached the mouth of the cave cautiously. If the cave contained wildlife,
or a hostile humanoid, I would need to be ready to defend myself. Fuck, I wish I had
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a gun, I thought to myself as a I pulled my field knife from its sheath. The Marine
field knife is an impressive and versatile weapon with a seven-inch blade, but it
would be useless against a large animal or humanoid with a rifle. In any case, if there
was something in there, I’d rather have it come out to me than me go into it.
“Hello!” I shouted into the cave and then waited for a response. When no
response came, I decided to try again. “Anyone in the cave, come out now.” As if
they speak English and understand you, I thought, realizing how stupid it was to
scream in my native language on an alien planet. After a few moments of no answer,
I decided to push inside and make sure it was empty. I grabbed my flashlight and
knife and marched into the cave. The cave was much smaller than I thought from
the outside, barely tall enough for me to stand in. It was also much shallower,
extending only about fifteen feet into the face of the hill.
I utilized some of the surrounding woods to make a platform that would
allow me to sleep off of the ground. I also pulled in some wooden slats to make a
makeshift door and gathered as much firewood as I could. I had just finished collecting firewood when the sun began to set. I built a fire and settled onto my platform to
eat one of the few M.R.E.s that were in the escape pod. Chicken with yellow rice.
Awesome. After eating I lay down to get some sleep.
A noise jolted me awake. There was something at the mouth of the cave, but
I couldn’t make out what it was. Whatever it was, it was pacing back and forth near
the entrance. I heard it press up against my makeshift door and then take a few steps
away. It sounded big. It has to be an animal. The fire was dying down, so I grabbed a
few pieces of wood and arranged them around the fire to get it going again. As the
flames picked up, I could hear it move away quickly. I stayed awake listening for an
hour before I decided that whatever it was probably wasn’t coming back.
In the morning, I grabbed my knife and walked toward my makeshift door. I
peered through the cracks in the wood and scanned the surroundings. The area
appeared to be clear, so I pushed the door aside and exited the cave. There were
massive prints in the snow all over the entrance of the cave just outside my door.
When I was a kid my dad took me hunting fairly regularly. As such, I became very
familiar with bear tracks. The tracks outside the cave reminded me of a grizzly, but
bigger and with larger claws. God, I wish I had a fucking gun, I thought staring at
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the massive tracks. I would have to be careful with such a large animal in the area. I
would try to spend most of my time in the cave, but there were things I needed to do
on the outside. I told myself that it would be fine, besides the creature probably
moved on already. I spent the morning gathering water from the lake and collecting
firewood. The day passed uneventfully and as sunset approached, I boarded up the
door and made a fire. I ate another M.R.E. and drank some water before going to
sleep, confident that this night would be more restful than the night before.
I don’t know how long I had been asleep, but there the noise was again. The
creature was outside my door pacing. It pushed against my door and then backed
away and continued pacing. The fire was dying down, so I again added some wood
and restoked the flames. But this time, the creature didn’t run off right away. It
lingered outside my door. I could hear it breathing and smelling the air. I grabbed
my knife and picked up a log from the fire, walking toward the door. When I was
little, my uncle had been charged by a bear. As the bear ran at him, all teeth and
claws showing, he began to shout and make himself as tall as he could, which caused
the bear to stop. They stared at each other for a few moments and then the bear
turned and ran away. As I approached the door, I could see the glow of the creature’s
eyes. I stood as tall as I could in the little cave and held the fire out to the door and
screamed, “Go away!” The sudden shout and fire seemed to do the trick as the
creature turned and ran. I returned to my bed shaken from what occurred. I couldn’t
remember ever being so scared before. I didn’t know how long I’d be on this planet
and now I had this large creature to deal with. It took time but I was finally able to
go back to sleep.
The next two days carried on the same way. Uneventful days, followed by
nights of torment. Sleeping was becoming more difficult and my time outside the
cave was spent in a higher state of alert. I was stressed and nearing medical crisis as
my suit kept reporting higher heart rate and blood pressure readings.
On the morning of the fifth day, I went to the stream to collect some water
and try my hand at fishing. I wasn’t any good at fishing on Earth with expensive rods
and reels. I was even worse at it with a string tied to a branch, alien fish, and a
creature lurking behind every corner. I tried to clear my thoughts and focus on the
task. I closed my eyes and rubbed the back of my neck trying to alleviate my stress. I
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took a deep breath and opened my eyes. That’s when I saw it for the first time in
broad daylight. It looked like a black bear, but three times larger, with an elongated
snout and claws that curled and dug into the ground as it walked. Its hair was long
and shaggy and atop its head were horns. They were similar to a ram’s horns, but
larger and more pronounced. It was standing on the other side of the creek, staring
at me motionless but taking in large amounts of air. I could tell it was breathing in
my scent and working out if I was meal. I thought about running for the cave, it was
only twenty meters away, but I was sure the creature would catch me before I got
there.
I remembered my uncle and stood as tall as I could and raised my arms above
my head to make me taller. I shouted and cussed at the creature, but it didn’t move. I
picked up a stone from the ground and threw it near its feet which forced it to step
back. Emboldened by this, I raised my voice even louder and threw another rock.
But this time it didn’t back up, it stepped forward. Shit! I turned and sprinted for the
cave. I could hear the creature lurch forward in chase and splash through the river
after me. I covered the distance as fast my feet would carry me and dove to the
entrance slamming the door shut behind me. The creature stopped outside my door
and pressed its snout firmly against it. It breathed deeply while pushing into the
door. I rose to my feet and backed away slowly pulling my knife free of its sheath.
The fear was overwhelming but if the creature broke through my door, I would give
it the fight of its life. It lingered at my door for what seemed an eternity before it
finally moved away. It was at that moment I knew I would have to kill this creature,
or it would eventually kill me. I spent the rest of the day fashioning a spear and
preparing a battle plan. The creature was too large to fight on open ground. It would
overpower me and kill me too quickly. I would have to get it in close.
That night the creature came as expected. It paced outside my door and
leaned against it. I was terrified but this fight had to happen. I had to kill this thing. I
had rigged a rope made from nylon I tore off my bag to the door of the cave. With a
hard pull, I yanked the door open and let the creature in. The creature entered the
cave cautiously. It was so large its back scraped against the top of the cave as it
walked toward me. I raised the spear and backed into the corner at the back of the
cave. I tried to control my heart rate and focus on the task. But staring at the
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creature inside my tiny cave filled me with a fear I had never felt before. Get it
together, stay in the fight, I thought shaking my head in an attempt to banish the
thoughts of fear and certain death.
Once the creature had come far enough into the cave, I set my plan in
motion. I quickly pulled on the nylon ropes which slammed the door of the cave
shut and lowered a wooden barricade between me and the creature. The creature,
stuck between the door and barricade, began breathing quickly and grunting. I
grabbed logs from the fire and threw them in next to the creature. The creature
thrashed at the walls of the cave and wooden barricade. The size and power of the
creature was immense, and it struck against the barricades with such force that I
wasn’t sure how long they would hold. I used my spear and pushed it hard into the
creature’s neck which caused it to moan loudly and raise up, slamming hard into the
top of the cave. The impact shook the cave with such force that I feared it may
collapse and kill us both. I withdrew the spear from the creature’s neck and plunged
it again into its torso. I stabbed the creature three more times before it finally
collapsed. The creature lay on the floor of my cave taking short, labored breaths. I
could tell it was dying.
Standing near the creature watching it take its last breaths, a strange feeling
came over me. I didn’t feel victorious or relief. I felt sadness. I was the foreigner; this
was its home. And I had killed it to save myself. I thrust the spear into the creature’s
upper chest one last time to end its suffering. I dropped my spear and sat on the bed
staring at the massive creature laying on the floor of my cave. As the adrenaline
subsided, I suddenly became aware of the cold sweat that covered my body and the
smell of blood and fur that filled the air. My eyes became heavy, and I found it
impossible to stay awake. I fell asleep and rested more peacefully than I had on any
previous night since I arrived on this planet.
The next day, I rigged some rope around the creature and pulled it from my
cave. I pulled the creature as far into the woods as I could. I then fixed the door and
spent the rest of the day collecting water and firewood. The next five days passed
peacefully. No animals came to my door. Nothing hunted me during the day. And I
was able to rest at night. On the fourteenth day, the beacon finally glowed green.
This was the signal I had been waiting for. When the beacon glows green, that
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means an alliance ship has received the rescue message and is responding. With
gravity drives, they could arrive in less than an hour. When the rescue ship finally
came into view, I headed out of my cave and down toward the wood line near the
field my pod landed in. The rescue ship landed 10 meters from my pod and a fire
team of Marines exited the craft and set security around the ship. I approached with
my hands raised and announced my name, rank, and serial number for
identification. A few moments later, I was aboard the ship and receiving medical
treatment from the ship’s corpsman. As the ship kicked on its thrusters and began to
ascend, I stared out at the place that had been my home for fourteen days. As we
flew above the lake, I could see two of what looked like the creature’s cubs drinking
from the water. They were large but obviously juveniles compared to the size of the
creature I had encountered. As I watched them, I thought about the creature I had
killed. Were these its cubs? Was it just protecting them? Was I the invader? Could
this have been avoided if I had found another place to camp? The ship activated its
thrust and soared through the atmosphere leaving the cubs and the alien world
behind.
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Michigan Sand Dunes
ADELINE ROGERS
Oil on canvas, 8” x 10”
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Sunrise Over Orange Bay
GRANT GARGAGLIANO
It should have been a normal day at the Orange Bay observatory, situated in
sleepy Orange Bay, Florida.
That day should have been a lot of things.
It started easily enough: you roll out of bed, see your bleary-eyed reflection in
the mirror, gulp down reheated coffee because the Starbucks down the block’s still
closed. You throw on your normal clothes, a pair of jeans, a light jacket and your “I
want to believe” T-shirt. You think it’s funny to work in an observatory and wear
those clothes. Your co-workers are either too dead inside to appreciate the joke or
you aren’t as funny as you think.
Regardless, you’re on your way to work on time, watching dawn break across
purple and orange clouds over the bay.
It’s quite beautiful where you live, but being here for years has sapped some
of the wonder. Like an old photograph left in the sun, the sunrise’s color is leached
from your view by mind-numbing routine.
Even though the sunrise doesn’t elicit the same burst of endorphins it once
did, you still take a route that allows you to gaze at it nearly the entire ride. You tell
yourself it's a habit.
You notice a couple of dark sedans, four-door types with tinted windows.
They’re convoying past you, the black paint contrasting with the ocean and the sand
and the sunrise.
Your car, made in the ‘90s and utterly unremarkable, rolls over the iron
bridge connecting Orange Landing from the rest of the town, the small island replete
with boardwalks, sand, boat rentals, trendy bars and restaurants, and the Orange Bay
Observatory.
Nothing special about your place of work. You roll off the line at a reasonably
priced but mediocre Midwestern college, earning your Ph.D. in Astronomy, then
eagerly applying yourself to the first place that took you. Orange Bay! Floridian coast
paradise and purgatory.
It’s quite boring, actually. You used to laugh at yourself as a kid, foolishly
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wondering what’s out there in the sky. You know what’s out there. And it’s really
nothing special.
It’s nothing at all, really. Just like the dawn here in Orange Bay, space is
nothing but a multicolored light show to captivate casual onlookers. And the fool
that you were, you made it into a career.
It’s not all bad, honestly. You get an office party four times a year, five if
you're slated to work at Christmas. (Not that you have any family of your own. The
rest are still back home, out of the reach of everything but Skype.)
Every year, there’s an astronomy conference in Hawaii, which is nice. You
usually go, unless you don’t have to work on Christmas, in which case Dana from
the night shift attends. The scenery is nice enough there but live in Orange Bay long
enough and all picture-perfect coastlines look the same.
Besides, you hate the conference itself. Tourists think Orange Bay having an
observatory makes it important. Your colleagues across the U.S. know differently.
Half of the conference itself is in the biggest observatory in America, named Mauna
Kea. It’s like yours but with more expensive equipment.
And probably not as soul-sappingly boring.
You roll past the gates, a security booth checking you in. The fence wouldn’t
even be necessary if the teenage hooligans of Orange Bay didn’t think it was funny
to damage million-dollar stargazing equipment or have bad beer and sex in the
parking lot.
You don’t bother to look at the massively overweight security guard, Keith,
who probably hates his job more than you do. The funds at the observatory were
recently cut again, so half of the janitorial staff was let go, leaving only one. That
means whenever the teens inevitably break in, he’s normally the one to mop up
whatever refuse they leave behind.
You hand him your I.D. without looking, knowing it’s a formality at this
point anyway. You’ve worked here for fifteen years and not once was there a
problem with your identification.
Until today, apparently. Because the hand that grabs the card from you isn't
Keith’s pudgy, soft fingers. It’s a pair of well-worn, well-dressed, and wellmanicured hands. You do a quick double take, as the man in the booth is most
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decidedly not Keith. He’s dressed in a sharp, well-fitting, tailored, and mysterious
black suit, with a white tie cutting the middle. Sunglasses cover his face and an
earpiece fits snugly in his left ear. He’s got a name tag too. His name’s Henry.
You want to ask where Keith went, suddenly missing the former guard’s
familiarity, if nothing else. Before you can open your mouth, he hands your card
back, with a smile that doesn’t quite reach his eyes. Something about those dark
shades dissuade conversation, and you hurriedly edge your car from the ‘90s through
the gate.
You’ve never once had a problem finding a space to park here at the
observatory, unless you count that one time Keith had to clean the carcass of a
seagull from your favorite spot. Regardless, barely a dozen staff work here, all shifts
included, and twenty parking spots were made. You never understood why, as no
tourists ever got past the gate, so why did the government spend on twenty parking
spots while only hiring a dozen staff?
All twenty are filled, and the curbs too, so you coax your car up the hill,
staring at the identical fleet of four-door jet black sedans, all the same make and
model, all with tinted windows, and all with the license plate removed.
A chill runs down your spine. Is this legal? Suddenly all you want to do is
finish your shift and go home, or better yet, find your boss and pretend to be sick.
Two men stand at either side of the double doors to the observatory, all in
immaculate black suits. They all have the same body type—not one man below six
feet tall, nobody with a spot on their black suit or white tie, and not one without
earpieces feeding past their collars.
You want to make a joke about their sunglasses. It’s cliché, painfully so. But
as you approach the door and realize the man on the right’s hand is bigger than your
face, you bite it back.
Besides, you aren’t that funny anyway, apparently.
You want to scan your I.D. on the doors, unlocking them automatically, but
the scanner’s directly behind the man on the right. You think it’d be a very bad idea
to ask him to move.
The situation takes care of itself, luckily. They saw you coming a mile away,
in your car that barely makes 70 on the highway and in your T-shirt with a bad
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science fiction pun.
If they think it’s funny, they show no sign of it. In fact, they don’t seem to
have emotions at all. They remind you of the Terminator. The impulsive side of your
brain tells you to wave your hand in front of their faces to see if they can see you but
you value having an arm still connected to you too much for such tomfoolery.
The doors swing open. Either they gave some unseen signal or, more likely,
another of their identical troupe saw you on the security cameras, which were until
today completely useless.
As you pass, you notice they have name plates too. The man on the right, the
one until now you referred to in your brain as Giant Hands is called Thomas. The
one on the left, Paul. No last names or titles here, either.
The bad feeling intensifies. The names are too generic, if you’d watch more
sci-fi thrillers you’d probably think they're fake. Either that or they come off an
assembly line or cloning vats somewhere.
Maybe they’re grown beneath Mauna Kea. The absurdity of it makes you
want to chuckle.
There are more of the suited men inside.
You don’t chuckle.
The receptionist desk is empty. A phone’s ringing but nobody stops to
answer. You don’t think the receptionist, Darla’s, in the bathroom.
You wander up into the main telescope area, the usual title eluding you.
Normally there’s a big screen set up, showing whatever interstellar fireworks display
that’s going on this week’s internet backgrounds.
This time it’s a comet.
You frown.
You don’t monitor comets here. The telescope’s too slow for that.
Men and women you don’t recognize, looking for all the world like extras in
a ‘70s sci-fi flick rush around, shouting things to each other. They look perfectly
ridiculous, so in place they’re out of place. Except the sunglasses. Why do they wear
sunglasses inside? You try in vain to see what’s going on. You also try to locate
someone in charge, so you can ask to go home.
No luck.
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Wandering up to the screen, you get a better look at the comet. You rub your
eyes again, just to make sure it’s as… geometrical as it appears to be.
You recognize the constellation behind it.
That’s above you right now!
Your search for someone in charge redoubles. No longer wanting time off,
you need to see if your life’s in danger.
Someone clears their throat behind you.
You whip around, startling a little. A woman stands before you, same trademark sunglasses covering her eyes. No name tag. She’s in a suit too, this time with a
red tie cutting down her chest.
It looks ridiculously like a wound.
She smiles, a little too widely.
“You work here, don’t you?”
You nod your assent, suddenly speechless. Backing up, you thump right into
another cookie-cutter thug. His name’s probably not Logan.
Some techs in white coats are modifying your telescope. It costs multiple
millions of dollars, is the most expensive thing here, and the most delicate one too.
You don’t get paid enough to intervene.
“What’s your name?”
You don’t tell her, not because of resistance. “Logan” could probably crush
your skull like a watermelon if he wanted too. You don’t tell her because your voice
has deserted you. The techs start wiring up a computer. Flashes of code spit across
the screen.
Not code.

Coordinates.
Coordinates that are directly in the middle of Orange Bay.
You work up enough strength to ask something along the lines of, “Can I go
home?” It sounds ridiculously childlike, more akin to an elementary school kid
trying to appeal to his teacher than a grown adult negotiating.
Her smile grows wider, which you previously believed to be impossible.
“Tell me. Do you like the sunrise?”
You nod, wondering what this has to do with anything. You don’t like that
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she dismissed your question. You don’t think you'll go home today.
“Tell the truth.” The words have an unnatural malice to them. It’s too late to
run. The doors are guarded. You’ve checked.
So you do. You do tell her the truth, the truth of how it meant so much to
you, but year after year you took it for granted. And how now it’s nothing more
than a view.
A tech sits in a chair to the left of you, adorning a comm headset. You don’t
even have those normally here. You can’t hear him well but you’re sure he’s
communicating with the comet.
You’d be much more attentive if you weren't so afraid of the woman.
She leads you outside, the dawn hitting its full stride now. There’s a balcony
area with a beautiful view of the sea, past the banister nothing but a terrifying drop,
jagged rocks ending with breaking waves
It’s also very high up. You realize this now.
The wind buffets you and you resist the temptation to look down.
You ask the woman what she is. Who is no longer applicable, you think.
In response, she flicks the sunglasses from her face. They plummet down, past
the rocks. Your eyes follow them for a second, before recoiling in horror at the sight
of her.
It wouldn’t be correct to call her eyes blind. She can obviously see. But they
look like cataracts, too much.
Peering into her milky depths, you’re sure you see something move behind
her eye.
You fight the urge to vomit.
She gives you time to recover. Gazing over the sunrise she shouldn’t be able
to see.
Once you’re okay, you ask her what she wants. She answers honestly. Her
candidness no longer surprises you.
“The world. All of it.”
You nod. You don’t think there’s anything you could do to stop her.
“This isn’t the invasion, you know. Just the beginning.”
You nod. An invasion would be more… flashy, you suppose.
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“I can’t let you leave.”
You nod again. You’ve known that for some time.
In a voice that’s incredibly calm given the circumstances, you ask her why
you’re still living.
She smiles.
“A choice.”
Her hand goes into the pocket of her suit and withdraws what looks like a
worm, if worms had barbed spines and were a pasty white.
You gulp, remembering the thing wriggling behind her eye. You ask your
alternative.
She nods toward the rocks, down below. You peer at them, and you can see
what you think is the broken body of the receptionist, Darla.
A rustle of movement behind you makes you turn. Logan’s removed a
Colt .45 with a silencer attached from the inside of his coat. Behind him you think
you can see Keith, if he fit into a pressed suit and wore a white tie instead of a black
one.
He looks surprisingly good in sunglasses.
You ask if you can have a moment to think. The woman nods a little.
You walk to the balustrade, overlooking the ocean
She promises, whatever your choice, it won’t hurt.
The railings are made of wrought iron, with three horizontal bars curving
around the building with vertical ones dug into the concrete every three feet.
Your feet climb the first rung.
She tells you that if you wish to die, you don’t have to be shot if you don’t
want to, that Logan’s gun’s only meant for you if you resist. She tells you Darla
jumped.
The wind buffets around the Orange Bay Observatory. You gaze out over the
ocean again. It really is quite beautiful.
You make your choice.
And the sunrise over Orange Bay’s the most beautiful one you’ve ever seen.
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Mental Breakdown
TORI TSIBOE
Ink on mixed media paper, 8” x 11”
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DICK RICHTER
[Verse]
On the side of the road nowhere to go
Cars speeding fast, straight ahead’s my goal
Gotta get my nuts, ‘fore I lose my guts
These metal machines ain't got nothin’ on me
On the side of the road nowhere to go
[Bridge]
You say you want a piece of me
Well, I’m about to give you several
Why!?
[Chorus]
Cause I’m a dead squirrel
And I’ve got no nuts
Out on the road
Are my blood and guts

Use a QR code scanner app to hear the
song at www.southscript.org
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ADHD
JAIDEN FINCHER
Callie jolted awake in a panic, scrambling to reach for her alarm clock, 12:54
p.m. She mentally cursed herself, realizing that she’d overslept yet again. It wasn’t
her fault as she’d been up late studying, the textbooks and loose papers still
frantically sprawled around her. “Today is going to be a productive day,” she said
aloud to herself, hoping that if she put it into the universe, maybe it’d somehow
come true.
She pushed the duvet back, placing her feet onto the faux fur rug below one
foot at a time. She yawned and stretched to the left and then to the right, trying to
wake herself up. “First, I’m going to make some coffee, then I’ll do laundry,” she
thought to herself. She stood up for the first time, dizzy from the abrupt shift in
direction after being horizontal for so long. She straightened her pink fleece shorts as
she walked to the kitchen, trying to remember all she needed to do today: laundry,
vacuum, wash dishes, take out the garbage, and organize her bathroom.
Callie trudged into the kitchen, her bare feet slapping against the cool hard
tiles. She turned on her coffee pot to begin brewing. “Oh, my phone!” she exclaimed
out loud, trying to recall where exactly she’d seen it last. “Maybe on the charger?”
she audibly said again as she returned upstairs in search of the yellow iPhone. She
chose a bright color so she would be able to find it when she inevitably misplaced it.
Of course, it'd slid under her bed, and she managed to completely demolish her
room in her search for it. “Callie,” she sighed to herself, realizing how much damage
she’d done. The pile of clean clothes that was strategically placed on the corner of
her bed now lay on the floor mixed in with her worn clothes. Her bedding was now
a slumped pile of fabric practically coating her entire floor. She mentally told herself
to add cleaning her room to her to-do list for the day.
She made her way back downstairs after brushing her teeth and washing her
face and, for the first time today, looking in the mirror and frowning as she
examined the bags under her eyes and frowning even more at the state of her
begging-to-be-washed hair before giving up trying to fix it because her curls simply
refused to cooperate. She sighed, leaving the bathroom light on, remembering she
needed to put her phone on the charger because it was almost dead. “What was I
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doing?” she whispered, going into her living room. She plopped on the velvet couch,
turning on the television. She managed to get through almost an entire episode of
her mom’s favorite telenovela before remembering she was supposed to be making
coffee. She left the TV on, going back into the kitchen to make it. Finally, with
coffee in hand, it was time to start the day.
“Laundry first,” she thought, making her way to her room to retrieve the
dirty clothes hamper. She picked up her duvet and blankets from the floor, plopping
them onto the bed, not bothering to make it up properly. She dropped to her knees,
sloppily sorting through the clothes on the floor, tossing the clean clothes on her bed
and the dirty ones into the hamper. Once she finished, she grabbed the hamper by
the torn handles, lugging it out of her room, kicking the miscellaneous items that
occupied her path out the way as she went. “It’s a mess in here,” she stated, dropping
the hamper at the door, turning to face her disheveled bedroom. Callie began by
opening the curtains to let some light in, and then she spent far too much time
trying to queue up the perfect cleaning playlist. After all, how was she meant to be
productive in silence? Around 30 minutes had passed, and her coffee was long
forgotten and cold now. She did, however, clean her room for the most part. She
even managed to hang some prints that her sister had given her for her last birthday,
which had been sitting on the floor waiting to be hung. She got about halfway
through making sense and cleaning up all her half-finished projects before being
distracted by the discovery of her school yearbooks. She spent another 30 minutes
reading the messages her childhood friends left her and reminiscing on her past self.
Her space buns and multicolored braces cheesing back up at her reminded her of
how she used to be so content with being the way she was, and she couldn’t quite
pinpoint when being her became such a chore.
Because she’d been sitting on the floor, she realized how bad she needed to
vacuum and decided to go and get her Hoover. She slipped past the laundry hamper
in the door frame, abandoning the yearbooks on the nightstand. She hurriedly
picked the remaining items from the floor and scattered them onto the dresser. She
got on her hands and knees, patting down the floor for any jewelry that was smashed
into the carpet as to not lose yet another pair of earrings. After finding a ring and a
pair of studs that she lost weeks ago, she plugged in the vacuum and began to run it
up and down the beige carpet. She noticed that it wasn’t picking anything up and
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deducted that maybe the bag was full. She shuffled through the growing pile on her
bed, trying to locate her laptop. Once she did, she quickly whipped it open, typing
in her password. She closed her open tabs—a recipe she knew she’d never make and
an eBook she knew she’d never finish reading—before opening the Amazon
homepage, looking for the specific vacuum bags she needed. She also picked up a
new water bottle, as well as another pair of running shorts because she’d been
meaning to go hiking soon. She glanced at the clock in the top right corner of the
screen, surprised that it was already 5 p.m. “I’m starving,” she muttered, realizing
that she hadn’t eaten anything all day.
Callie walked toward the door, leaving the vacuum in the middle of the
room, still plugged in. However, she did grab the laundry basket, lugging it downstairs. She pulled it behind her into the laundry room, messily separating her clothes
into piles before scooping up her darks and dumping them into the machine. She
dropped a Tide Pod in and closed the lid, starting the cycle. She then went into the
kitchen, thinking about what she was going to eat. “Jesus, these dishes,” she
groaned, looking at the precarious pile in the sink before turning her attention to
the fridge. She glanced over the colorful sticky notes that her mom left the last time
she visited.
“Remember to eat before 5 p.m.!”
“Call me EVERY day!”
“Remember Nana’s Birthday Next Saturday!”
Callie rolled her eyes at her mom before pulling open the fridge door. After
much deliberation, she settled on ramen mainly because she didn’t have anything
else as she hadn’t made her way to the grocery store in quite some time.
It was nearly 7 p.m. by the time she finished eating and finally washed the
last dish. Despite the fact that she had barely made any headway on her mental todo list, she was exhausted. Maybe from the stress of wishing for productivity that
never materialized. Maybe it was the feeling of failure that ate at her every night
when she thought of all the things she wasn’t able to accomplish. Maybe from the
fact that daily monotonous tasks were so much more difficult for her to complete.
Either way, the feeling was still there. “Tomorrow I will have a productive day,” she
said aloud because maybe if she put it into the universe, it would somehow be true.
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She Kinda Looks Like Me
KAYLEE LAVERTY
Digital art
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We’re All a Little Less Mean Now
R.P.S.
We’re in a bathroom. The tap is streaming water, too hot, and my hands are
held under. I’m crying, age five, as you hold them there. You tell me, “Don’t be such
a wimp.” They say you don’t like me because as an infant I cried when you held me,
or that I'm too much like you, a little mean.
We’re all a little mean. We watch Golden Girls with you and start saying
“Shady Pines” when you forget something, a two-word mock threat. The quintessential terrible nursing home to drop you in. You’re immortal, and you laugh. Nobody
remembers who started it.
You’re excited, but we’re wary as we learn more. There is a man who lives
overseas, a great listener. You met through social media. He’s stuck in a foreign land
and needs a plane ticket home to meet you. He’s broke. They warn you not to send
money. You ignore them until undeniable proof comes: his photo is someone else’s
face. You’re broke.
You have doctor visits and a diagnosis of dementia. Medications and followup visits. A slow decline they hope to slow further.
You stop explaining yourself, your alcoholic parents and the torments and
indignities you had endured. Warning stories and advice are stoppered by gibberish
you decide to hide, frustrated. The onset of aphasia. You become sweeter, more
affectionate. A plan is made for you to travel before it gets bad.
The pandemic changes things, keeps us all apart. Nobody wants to have killed
you. You begin painting again, blobby landscapes on small canvases, like something
school children make. You sign the paintings, your signature worse each time. We
can’t not love them.
Striving to be useful, you move dirty dishes from the machine to increasingly
obscure locations. You place them among the clean ones, or in the fridge. They can’t
leave the table, or you put away their still warm food. Or you throw it away and
load the plate in the machine before forgetting and putting it in a cupboard. They
become vigilant for the sounds and silences of mischief, like with a toddler.
Everyone comes for Thanksgiving, but there are no sweet potatoes. Your
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dish. We’re delicate and uncertain, but we joke as we try to decipher your needs.
More food, different food, more water, more talking, TV, bed. You haven't forgotten
frustration but smile to be talked to. The effects of the medication blur with the
disease. You “yip!” once every 30 minutes or so, jerking like a hiccough. We laugh,
startled, and feel ashamed.
The night before, they ask, “You aren’t going to leave us yet, are you?” and
are met with profound and wordless confusion. They say, “It’s okay if you have to
go, but I’d rather you stay.” You are sick, unable to explain how sick, but you are
warm in a plastic lined bed. Your fever goes down, you’re out of the woods. You die
in the night of complications from an infection, an unforeseen and preventable
death. Nobody is with you in your confusion at the end.
I am in a car with family heading to see you. They play songs from the time
when we all lived together. They say, “Shady Pines,” their voice breaking, “has a
new, bad meaning,” and they laugh/cry. We don’t say “Shady Pines” anymore.
Men are wheeling out your body as the cops joke with us, somber and
graciously heedless. You are so small. I wonder if I should tell you where you’re
going, like a floor nurse I once overhead talking to her deceased patient. I don’t
because there isn’t any point.
I’m in a bathroom. The tap is streaming water, too hot, and my hands are
held under. I’m crying as I splash it over my face. I tell myself, “Don’t be such a
wimp,” but my heart isn’t in it. We’re all a little less mean now.
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